The Roneo Vickers 870
Automatic Duplicator

Newly styled in black and white, the Roneo 870 is one of the most reliable and consistently
popular stencil machines on the market for general office reproduction. Inking and registering
are automatic, colour changes can be carried out in 25 seconds and a simple six-button panel
controls operation.

h-button Control Total control at your fingertips. Just push a
button to raise the feed tray, proof the.first copy, start the run and
lower the feed tray.

set Counter~onvenient digital selection pre-selects the-exact print
quantity required. Pressing a lever resets this number /for repea ted
running of successive stencils). With the '870 ' in action, the 'antitamper' flap on the counter locks to give added security.

of a control.

14" x 10" to.3" x 5" from airmail to board stock automatically.

Specification
Machine Dimensions
Cabinet (optional)
Cabinet Dimensions
Machine Wei ght
Cabinet Weight
Machine output speed
Motor
Machine construction
Paper feed
Registration
(position of print on paper
Colour change
Print position adjustment
Lateral paper adjustment
Paper range
Maximum paper size
Image area
Minimum card size
Stencil fitting
Lay adjustment
Inking
Type of ink usable
Pre-set counter

27¼" (69· 2 cm) front to back x 22" (55·9 cm) wide x 18f (47 cm) high.
2 drawer maximum capacity housing spare cylinders, stencils ana paper supplies.
27" (68 6 cm) X 20" (50-8 cm) X 22f (57·8 Cm).
115 lbs (52 ·2 kilos).
85 lbs (38 ·6 kilos).
50-160 c.p.m. - which is approx . 3,000-9,600 copies per hour. (180 c.p.m. on 60 cycle 110-120v mains).
An integral part of machine to suit specifiea mains supply.
ABS side covers with rugged steel pressings - all ferrous parts anti-corrosion treated - ball bearings
and self lubricatin g bearin gs.
Fully automatic - corner separators separating paper to be fed through the duplicator by its
precision primary feed and secondary feed.
Excellent and continuous throughout the run , essential for colour work e.g. comparative figures and
even colour printin g.
Simple - Remove one cylinder and replace it with another, maximum time necessary 25 seconds
because the ink is inside the cylinder - i.e. no tedious screen removal , cleaning , etc.
Vertical ad j ustment 3" (7·6 cm) overall - 1f (3 ·8 cm) up and 1f (3 ·8 cm) down.
Coarse and fine adjustment.
Suitable for a very wide range of paper.
10" /25 cm) x 15" (38 cm).
Bf,,'' (21 · 1 cm) x 13f (34 · 3 cm).
3" (7 · 6 cm) x 5" (12 · 7 cm).
Simple - three slots.
If a copy is accidentally typed out of square , it can be automaticall y rectified by the Linomatic Control.
Full y automatic - totally enclosed cyIInder - silk screen inkin g.
Roneo standard black and 14 co lours (Roneo Ori-Print and Roneo Tropical ink available Export only).
Automatic pre-selection of number of copies to be printed cuts off when run complete . Pressing
a lever resets this nutnber (for repeated running of successive stenci Is).
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Printed i n England by G.D. P. Limited

The New Roneo Vickers
Electroscan
The NEW Roneo Vickers Electroscan is the result of a continuing
programme of progressive product development. Based upon the
success of previous models, the NEW Electroscan brings improved
quality and clarity to stencil cutting. A full tone, full size stencil can
be cut in a matter of minutes - a line stencil even quicker.
The NEW Electroscan forms an integral part of the Roneo Vickers
Office Printing System which speeds the process of producing a
stack of print-perfect copes from a Ii ne, tone or typed original.
With its colour filters the Electroscan adds new dimensions to your
office duplicator.

1) Tone
2) Line and Tone Combined
3) Line
4) Poor Density Line
5) Reversal
6) Black Overprinter

Six simple control buttons give you
up to six different settings for
perfect reproduction from a wide
variety of originals.
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a) Easy-to-read meter gives b) From original to a stack c) Convenient colour filter
of print-perfect copies in control allows full colour
instant information for
precise control.
minutes - that's how the printing.
Electroscan puts speed to
work for you.

Electroscan Specification:
Total Weight

99 lbs (44.9 kilograms)

Dimensions

Height 13¼" (33.6 cm). Length 32¼" (81 .9 cm). Depth 14" (35.5 cm).

Maximum Stencil Size

10¼"

Maximum Size of Original

10½" x 14½" (26.7 cm x 36.8 cm).

Cylinder Speed

400 r.p.m.

Scanning Density

156-500 lines/inch, variable.

Stencil Cutting Time
(per inch of copy)

400 rev/min -At 150 lines/ inch 22½ seconds ; At 200 lines/inch 30 seconds ; At 300 lines/inch 45 seconds ;
At 400 lines/inch 60 seconds; At 500 lines/ inch 75 seconds .

Power Supply

To suit installation. Normal values 110v, 60 c/s and 240v , 50 els .

Power Consumption

200w.

Cabinet (Optional extra)

Height 26½" (67.3 cm). Length 30" (76.2 cm) . Depth 17" (43 .2 cm).
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this morning's idea ...
this afternoon's action I
Introducing 747 , the tomorrow machine. For
people who need their ideas in print today. With
fast, precise solid state dependability. To produce
electronic stencils unrivaled in clean, clear, crisp,
original-perfect quality. Take your idea. Make a

perfect stencil. Duplicate. Communicate the same
day. 747. It's the first and only full-feature stencil
scanner that's all solid state. All at hundreds of dollars less than any other comparable scanner
today.

RONEO VICKERS
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electronic
stencil scanner
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VOLTAGE CONTROL /
Automatically eliminates
background. Set it. Forget it!
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MODE MAsTJR
For artwork or type, switch to line.
Tone picture? Switch to photo.

SCAN CO~
ND
Adjust image fidelity for
optimum scanning pitch.
PHOTO CONTRAST COMMAND 0
Want a perfect photo image the first
time, everytime? Just turn the dial.

FINE-TUNE LINE C NTROL V
Make perfect stencils of clip art, illustrations,
paste-ups. Just turn the dial.

So simple to use, you're making stencils the first minute
It's so simple to operate, a child can do it. In one step. With one dial. How simple? If you can tell a triangle
from a circle, you can make the finest original-quality stencils ... in only 90 seconds. New 747. Simple.
Sensitive. Solid state. The only unit you need to make precise, sharp stencils of any medium: typed or written,
drawn or clipped, from printed pictures to continuous-tone photoQraphy. Press a button. Scan. Suddenly,
your stencil duplicator prints things you never could before ... with stencil images limited only by your
imagination.

747 ELECTRONIC STENCIL SCANNER
SPECIFICATIONS:
Lightweight:
49pounds
Compact Desk Top-Fits Anywhere:
Height: 6" Length: 25¼" Depth: 16½"
Maximum Stencil Size:
93/a"x 20"
Maximum Original Size:
91/a" X 14"
High Speed Capability:
425 RPM
Full Range Scanning Density:
100 to 800 lines per inch, continuously adjustable
OWN THE ONLY
DO-IT-ALL
DUPLICATING SYSTEM
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Filtaire Exhaust:
Optional Separate motor-driven exhaust system effectively
filters air before it leaves machine. Easily replaced filter.
Feather Touch Stylus:
Simple drop-in replacement.
Sensitive Photohead:
Microscopic pickup through aperture to photocell.
Automatic Margin Cut-Off:
Pre-set margin control automatically stops scanning
operation when imaging process is completed.
Safety Cover:
Tinted plexi-glass safety cover automatically stops
cylinder when lifted. Machine operates only when
cover is closed.
Power Supply:
ll5V/AC-60Hz, 2.7 Amps. Also available in 230V/AC-50Hz.
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Add a new Roneo Vickers stencil
. . duplicator to your Model 747. press a
button and print over 10.000 copies per
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RONEO VICKERS CANADA LIMITED
3220 Orlando Drive, Mississauga, Ontario L4V lRS
AUTHORIZED DEALER

cost? Copies per cent . .. not cents per
copy.
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Printe d in Canada

Copyright, Roneo Vickers Canada Ltd.

